
1997 Comprehensive Exam: Stat 105 QuestionDesribe the three quantities R2a, PRESS and Cp used as diagnostis for model sele-tion in linear regression. Your aount should inlude the de�nitions of the three quantities,brief outlines of their derivation, and a disussion of their omparative merits. You mayassume the standard assumptions of the linear model.An experiment results in 2n+1 pairs of observations (xi; yi), where xi = 0;�1;�2; :::;�n. The errors are unorrelated with ommon variane �2. The statistiian analyzingthe data is onsidering two models, (a) the linear model Efyig = �0 + �1xi, and (b) thequadrati model Efyig = �0 + �1xi + �2x2i . Unknown to the statistiian, the quadratimodel is in fat the orret one, but it is still possible that if j�2j is small enough, betterpreditions will be obtained by assuming the linear model, provided \better" is de�ned ina suitable way.Derive expressions for the total mean squared predition error, summed over all thegiven xi values, when either of the models (a) or (b) is used to generate the preditions.Show that, if this is the riterion used to ompare the models, then it is better to usemodel (a) whenever �22 < 45�2n(n+ 1)(2n+ 3)(2n+ 1)(2n� 1) :�Hint: The following formulas may be helpful:nX1 i = n(n+ 1)2 ; nX1 i2 = n(n+ 1)(2n+ 1)6 ;nX1 i3 = n2(n+ 1)24 ; nX1 i4 = n(n+ 1)(2n+ 1)(3n2 + 3n� 1)30 :�



SolutionIf the sum of squares of errors and total sum of squares are denotes SSE and SSTOrespetively, then R2a is de�ned byR2a = 1� (n� 1)SSE(n� p)SSTO : (1)One motivation of this is that the mean squared error is SSE/(n� p) under the model andSSTO/(n�1) if there is no regression, so the seond term in (1) is a ratio of mean squarederrors, orreted for degrees of freedom.The other two riteria, PRESS and Cp, both start from trying to minimize the meansquared predition error. Suppose yi is the i'th data point, ŷi its predited value undersome model with p parameters, and let bi = Efyi � ŷig be the predition bias. The sumof squared predition biases is given byEnX(yi � ŷi)2o =X b2i +XVar(ŷi): (2)The seond term in (2) redues to Phii�2 = p�2. However the �rst term in (2) is not soeasy to handle beause we must estimate the predition biases.PRESS deals with this problem by using the deletion residuals, leading toPRESS =X(yi � ŷi(i))2=X� ei1� hii�2using a standard formula to relate the deletion residuals yi� ŷi(i) to the ordinary residualsei and the diagonal entries hii of the hat matrix.The alternative method due to Mallows begins by de�ning a standardized form of (2)as �p = 1�2 nX b2i +XVar(ŷi)o= 1�2 X b2i + p:However sine we an also show that for a model of order p,EfSSEpg = EnX(yi � ŷi)2o=X b2i +XVar(yi � ŷi)=X b2i + (n� p)�2;



it follows that an unbiased estimator of P b2i isSSEp � (n� p)�2:Hene a suitable estimator of �p is1�2 fSSEp � (n� p)�2 + p�2g = SSEp�2 � (n� 2p):To omplete the derivation, we need an estimator of �2 that does not depend on the orderof the model being onsidered. For this it is usual to use s2P , the mean squared error underthe full model with all P regressors inluded. This leads toCp = SSEps2P � (n� 2p):Comparisons: R2a is a rude measure whose main advantage is that it is easy toompute. It is not espeially e�etive as a model seletion devie. PRESS and Cp bothattempt to estimate the mean squared predition error in an unbiased way, and are on-sidered equally e�etive.All the above is bookwork in the sense that the derivations were given in lass and in theprinted notes to whih the students had aess. I will aept any reasonable approximationto the above!Last part: in view of the formula P b2i + p�2 for the sum of mean squared preditionerrors, this essentially omes down to evaluating the bias terms bi when the linear model(a) is assumed. There is of ourse no bias when the quadrati model (b) is used.In this ase the estimators are �̂0 = �y and �̂1 =Pxiyi=Px2i . We haveEf�̂0g = 12n+ 1X(�0 + �1xi + �2x2i ) = �0 + �22n+ 1Xx2i ;Ef�̂1g = 1Px2i X(�0xi + �1x2i + �2x3i ) = �1;sine Pxi =Px3i = 0.Thus we have bi = Enyi � �̂0 � �̂1xio= �0 + �1xi + �2x2i � �0 � �22n+ 1Xx2j � �1xi= �2�x2i � 12n+ 1Xx2j� :



HeneX b2i = �22 �Xx4i � 12n+ 1 �Xx2j�2� = �22 � n(n+ 1)(2n+ 3)(2n+ 1)(2n� 1)45where the last expression is easily derived from the formulas given in the Hint.The linear model then results in a smaller total mean squared predition error thanthe quadrati model whenever P b2i + 2�2 < 3�2, or in other words whenever P b2i < �2,and this quikly redues to the form given in the question.


